
COBRAS Board of Directors Meeting 

March 31, 2020 

The meeting was conducted via the Zoom meeting app beginning at 7:06 pm.  David Hunter, 
Larry Potter, Duncan Howland, Ned Hoag, Mike Persoff and Craig Seaman were present for the 
meeting. This was a quorum. 

The previous meeting minutes of October 23, 2019 were approved. 

Membership Report  

Larry gave this report.  The club has 37 members; 25 are active members and 12 are 
supporting or honorary members. The club attracted 1 new member this year, Anne Hall, 
who is a strong rider that has already been on some club rides. There were no surprises as 
far as members not renewing. 

Ride Report  

● Group Rides 

All group rides are currently suspended based on USAC, national and local restrictions. 
Prior to this, various Saturday Club rides were led by either Craig Seaman or Ned Hoag 
with the KHMTT familiarization ride being the most attended with about 12 riders. A 
few Wednesday night rides were also held led by either Greg Kelton or Ned Hoag with 
attendance at those usually at 4-5 riders. 

Clothing Report  

Craig gave this report.  The discounted inventory value is $7,352.  There are no large 
men’s skin suits left in inventory and with the suspension of KHMTT for now, demand is 
not expected therefore a new order will not be placed. Only sales so far this year are some 
socks and a ball cap. 

Treasurer’s Report  

Larry gave this report.  Currently have about $42,600 in cash on hand but due to the 
suspension of KHMTT and refunds expected to be provided to racers, a worst case 
scenario new budget was provided with various cost cutting proposals made. 

Actual income so far this year was reported at about $2,200, with park passes and 
membership dues accounting for $1,950 of that. 

Expenses to date total about $2,120.  A new “worst case scenario” 2020 budget of about 
$4,979 was proposed, which leaves a deficit for the year of about $2,700, as additional 



income is not anticipated. Proposals to reduce the budget were to eliminate donations for 
charities and as gifts, suspend member training support at studios, forgo the summer 
party, and reduce COBRAS Championship Challenge awards (note that with less races 
and volunteer opportunities, fewer members qualifying is expected). Still budgeting for 
the annual party at the end of year however. 

Based on this worst case scenario, expected EOY cash on hand to be about $8,850. 

Other recommendations with no impact on budget are to keep the DCHC and the road 
cleanup. 

Since COBRAS has revised our budget to not include income from KHMTT, BRAC was 
also advised to remove that potential income from their budget. 

KHMTT 2020 

Larry led this discussion. Due to the COVID-19 virus and associated restrictions from 
USAC, Colorado and nationally, KHMTT 2020 has been postponed. There is no chance 
to run any races before Memorial Day so the discussion revolved around a possible 
reschedule and refund policy to racers.  

● Reschedule 

Besides USAC suspending all permits until 4-May, CCSP has also rescinded the permit 
for KHMTT. Initial discussions with Larry Butterfield were not promising for a Fall 
reschedule, but subsequent follow-up between Ned and Larry Butterfield were a little 
more hopeful. The current plan is to get back together with Larry Butterfield in 2-3 
months to review options, but the hope is to start after Labor Day and still run a 7-week 
series. If at that time CCSP still refuses a permit for the race without good cause, other 
groups, like Bicycle Colorado, said they could use their political influence and contacts to 
try to persuade them. 

If KHMTT is still able to run in the Fall, additional income is expected then but probably 
not to the level a Spring series would, but is an unknown. Certain fees which had already 
been spent, will be incurred again (stamps, fees, etc). If run, and additional income is 
received, the board will relook at those items that it currently agreed to suspend (charity, 
gifts, training). 

Discussions with CCSP and Larry Butterfield also revealed that for 2021, CCSP is 
expected to be repaving the road surface in early Spring.  The 2021 KHMTT Committee 
may need to consider options to shorten/alter the race, or postpone that to the Fall. 
Obviously that is too far out at this time to make definitive plans however. 



● Refund Policy 

Some racers have already inquired about refunds and knowing that some might really 
need a refund to help survive, options were discussed. Larry has drafted a letter which he 
will provide to the board for review before distribution to racers.  He also created a link 
in which racers can select their option. Options are; full refund of race fees, donation of 
race fees to KHMTT, carryover of race fee to the Fall. The default if they do nothing is to 
carryover to the Fall. This basic plan was approved by the board. 

Other Business 

● All minutes are currently just stored with the Secretary. Larry mentioned that they should 
be kept on the COBRAS web site so he will look at how best to do this and provide the 
Secretary appropriate capabilities. David indicated this should be a low priority however. 

  

The meeting adjourned at 8:16 pm. Submitted by Duncan Howland, Secretary. 


